From: Mason, Mike C  
Sent: Sun May 16 20:51:55 2010  
To: Kercho, Debbie A; Cecil, Chris; Liao, Tony T; Bishop, Simon R; McAughan, Kelly; MC252_Email_Retention  
Subject: 5MBD Case Base plotsa (3).PPT  
Importance: Normal  
Attachments: 5MBD Case Base plotsa (3).PPT  

<<...>>  
I sent this pack to Jasper yesterday - it is based on a new BOP pressure of 3100 versus 3800. We took the 5000bopd case at 3800 and have tried to describe how you can get 3100 psi at this starting rate (5mbd) by changing skin, height, water cut, a change in the completion - he is on-board with what we have shown.